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THE doubters who insisted four years ago that a single train lique-
fied natural gas (LNG) plant could not be built on a greenfield site
in southwestern Trinidad for under $1bn will finally be silenced on
June 25 as the construction, testing and work come to an end and the
plant is formally handed over to its owner, Atlantic LNG, by con-
tractor Overseas Bechtel.

“Unique” is the word used by Simon Bonini, president of BG
Trinidad and soon-to-be vice-president, LNG, for BG plc in
London, to describe the Atlantic achievement. “The project lacked
the economies of scale the engineers said was vital if we were to get
our unit costs down to a reasonable level,” he recalls. “We were
going against all conventional LNG wisdom. Venezuela was
expected to beat us to the punch. Yet, we pulled it off.”

Not only did the five shareholders – Amoco Trinidad (LNG) BV
(34%), British Gas Trinidad LNG (26%), Repsol LNG Port of Spain
BV (20%), Cabot Trinidad LNG Ltd (10%) and NGC Trinidad and
Tobago LNG (10%) – pull it off, they established world LNG
records along the way:
■ Atlantic LNG is the world’s largest single train LNG facility,
involving 164 bn cf of gas a year input and 3m tonnes a year of
LNG output;
■ It is the world’s lowest cost single train LNG facility – the origi-
nal cost of $1bn, including financing cost, was cut to $950m;
■ It was the world’s fastest LNG project, taking six-and-a-half
years from conception to completion, including 34 months for con-
struction and handover;
■ It used ground-breaking payment arrangements, based on net-
back from sales revenue in the US and Spanish markets;
■ It was built on innovative interlocking relationships among gas
supplier, plant owners and LNG buyers, with all, bar one, having
interests all along the value chain;
■ It used first-time financial arrangements with bankers for an LNG
investment, including no pledge of shares, liberal ownership transfer
convenants, expansion of plant without lender approval under cer-
tain circumstances and monthly dividend payments;
■ It is the sole LNG export plant in the whole of Latin America and
the Caribbean and only the second in the entire western hemisphere.

Amoco’s Frank Cremer, who was president of Atlantic during its
crucial construction phase, said about his pet project: “What we’ve
learnt from this is that our approach can work, despite the concern
expressed internationally that it could not. We have built the least
costly LNG plant in the world.”

David Wight, chairman of BP Amoco Energy Co of Trinidad and
Tobago, sees it in a broader context. “Atlantic is being talked about
in all sorts of quarters now. The big players are excited as well as
troubled by the major changes that have occurred in the LNG busi-
ness as a result of developments here in Trinidad.”

Perhaps Atlantic’s enduring contribution to the international
LNG industry will turn out to be the way it influences costs of
future LNG plants. Its outgoing chairman Martin Houston notes:
“Atlantic has been an important step in the development of LNG,
demonstrating as it does that these projects can cost less without
being bigger (than existing plants) and can supply non-traditional
markets, while still gaining project financing.”

And Atlantic has not finished barnstorming through the LNG
industry yet. If its expansion plan goes ahead, it will jump to fourth
place in the world LNG league, from eighth where it is at present.
“We are the new benchmark in the industry,” says Mr Houston.
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TRINIDAD and Tobago has the poten-
tial to be one of the world’s leading
centres for natural gas development,
say leading energy executives.

It is virtually there already, as evi-
denced by the formal handover cere-
mony for the world’s largest single-
train LNG plant. This builds on the
position the country already enjoys as
the world’s largest ammonia exporter
and, by the end of the year, the world’s
largest methanol exporter.

Trinidad and Tobago also recently
inaugurated one of the western hemi-
sphere’s largest gas plants when
Phoenix Park Gas Processors completed
expansion of its liquids processing and
fractionation facility near Point Lisas.

High growth
Gas utilisation in Trinidad and Tobago
grew by 8.7% a year during 1977-1997
and will grow by 12-14% between 1997
and 2001. If expansion of the Atlantic
plant takes place as planned, that growth
could be much higher.

On a base case assumption (see
table), the National Gas Company
(NGC), whose aggressive ambition is to
“establish Trinidad and Tobago as a
major player in the global natural gas
business”, forecasts gas usage of 1.736bn
cfd by 2004, if only one LNG train is
built. The optimistic case scenario, which
includes two other trains plus sustained
expansion in domestic gas utilisation,
carries the demand figure to 3.127bn cfd.

David Wight, chairman of BP Amoco
Energy Co, the local subsidiary of BP
Amoco and a man who has been around
the Trinidad and Tobago gas scene for a
long time, says: “Success factors in gas
in this country are phenomenal. It’s a
very good gas basin and still relatively
unexplored in terms of gas.”

Today’s proven gas reserve estimate,
as approved by the energy ministry, is

21.30 tcf, with probable and possible
reserves adding another 9.4 tcf, for a
total of 30.7 tcf.

But Mr Wight, whose company has
been the most successful explorer for
Trinidad and Tobago gas, is convinced
there is “exploration potential” for
another 35-40 tcf, which means a future
reserve figure of 65.7-70.7 tcf. Even at
usage rates of 3.127bn cfd, this would
mean a gas reserve life for Trinidad and
Tobago of over 50 years.

As Mr Wight is fond of saying:
“Europe and the US have a mere 8-10
years’ worth of gas reserves and they
have lived that way for the last 20-30
years.”

How to use all that gas to entrench
Trinidad and Tobago’s position as a
world gas centre will be the responsi-
bility of the companies that found it,
along with state-owned buyer and dis-
tributor NGC and the energy ministry.

Alliance with Venezuela
Some experts think that, despite its own
substantial reserves, Trinidad and
Tobago’s objective of world gas centre
status would be better assured if it were
prepared to form a gas alliance with
neighbouring Venezuela, which has
recently been less successful with gas
monetisation projects than Trinidad and
Tobago.

Martin Houston, BG’s vice-president,
LNG, and Atlantic’s outgoing chairman,
was one of the first to raise the possibil-
ity of “an LNG hub in Trinidad utilising
the resources and infrastructure of both
Trinidad and Venezuela”.

This hub would be centered on
northern Venezuela and Trinidad, “and
cross-border supplies of gas could be
exported in a regional trade potentially
exceeding 2 tcf of gas a year early in
the next century”.

Since Venezuela has not yet broken

into LNG and seems unlikely to do so
in the near future, Mr Houston’s vision
suggests that the cross-border trade
would be one-way, certainly in the ini-
tial stages.

That is a political, as well as commer-
cial, matter which the two governments
might be called upon to facilitate eventu-
ally, but the Venezuela-Trinidad gas con-
nection seems to have enthusiastic sup-
port within British Gas, now one of the
main players on the local gas scene.

Frank Chapman, president of BG
International, also shares Mr Houston’s
enthusiasm. “Future development of
LNG in Trinidad might benefit from the
importation of Venezuelan gas,” he said
on a visit to Port of Spain earlier this
year. “It would require a high-level
government accord but it makes every
kind of business and technical sense
and would certainly help make Trinidad
and Tobago a major world LNG manu-
facturing centre.”

Even Colombian gas, much further
away than Venezuela’s reserves, has
been considered a potential raw mater-
ial source for future industrial projects
in Trinidad and Tobago.

According to Gerald Peereboom,
president of Atlantic LNG: “Colombia
potentially has large gas reserves off-
shore its Caribbean coast and it would
require a very long pipeline to get it to
Trinidad, but I would not rule it out
entirely.”

Mr Wight says that what gives
Trinidad and Tobago the edge over
many other gas locations is the relative
speed with which the authorities make
up their mind about projects. “You can
spend four years in Venezuela and
energy matters still sit around.

“How many years did they spend
working on their LNG project? At
least five years before Trinidad and
Tobago even started and they still
don’t have one.”
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Trinidad – full of gas
Trinidad and Tobago is keen to develop into a world leader in natural gas
and certainly has potential to do so, writes David Renwick in Port of Spain

BASE CASE SCENARIO (m cfd) 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Electricity 181 185 210 218 225 231 237
Petrochemicals 520 631 712 712 712 717 722
Metals 47 44 66 106 106 151 196
Heavy Industry 76 77 87 92 92 94 94
Light Industry 12 12 14 14 14 14 15
LNG 0 236 472 472 472 472 472
Total 836 1165 1561 1611 1621 1679 1736

OPTIMISTIC CASE SCENARIO (m cfd) 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Electricity 181 165 210 218 225 231 237
Petrochemicals 522 631 712 792 884 936 936
Metals 48 43 116 131 141 301 346
Heavy Industry 59 58 57 57 157 162 177
Light Industry 12 12 14 14 14 14 15
LNG 0 236 472 472 944 1418 1416
Total 822 1145 1581 1684 2385 3060 3127

Source: National Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago

Trinidad and Tobago gas demand



MARTIN Houston, vice-president,
LNG for British Gas (BG) plc, swears
that the Atlantic LNG project was first
hatched in California during a casual
conversation with Cabot LNG president
Gordon Shearer “and an individual con-
nected with one of the several previous
attempts to initiate an LNG investment
in Trinidad and Tobago”.

That was in 1992 and Mr Shearer
wasted no time in flying to Trinidad to
discuss the matter further with the
National Gas Co (NGC), the govern-
ment-owned corporate entity with
responsibility for transporting and sell-
ing natural gas and encouraging
investors to put their money into
Trinidad-based gas projects.

Actually, there had been three earlier
efforts to try to get an LNG project off
the ground, starting as early as 1971
when Trinidad and Tobago’s proven gas
reserves were much smaller than they
are today.

Amoco had, by then, discovered
enough gas offshore Trinidad to be able
to support a 400m cfd LNG plant, but it
lost out in the government debate at the
time over whether the country’s newly-
confirmed reserves should be exported
or retained for use in domestic gas-
based petrochemical and other indus-
tries. The latter view prevailed.

Tenneco tried again in the mid-
1980s after discovering substantial
amounts of gas in its offshore north

coast fields which it shared with Agip
of Italy, Deminex of Germany and
Occidental of the US. But there was no
offshore infrastructure at all off the
north coast and it would have been very
expensive to construct it.

This problem, coupled with the
uncertainty of gas pricing at the time,
also consigned that proposal to the
scrapheap. Tenneco shortly after sold
out to BG which resulted in the entry
on to the local gas scene of one of the
most thrusting gas companies of
recent times.

Amoco, with admirable detemina-
tion, tried again in the early 1990s,
putting forward a proposal for a small
LNG plant of about 180m cfd, which
would supply gas to Puerto Rico, where
the Puerto Rico Electric Power
Authority (Prepa) had just begun
switching over from fuel oil to gas.
This, too, never got off the ground and
was, in any case, quickly superseded by
the larger initiative that is today’s
Atlantic LNG Company.

Favourable conditions
So, as far as LNG in Trinidad goes, it
has been a case of fourth time lucky.
What distinguished Atlantic LNG from
the previous attempts was a combina-
tion of favourable factors which came
together all at the same time.

The most important was probably

the fact that a potential purchaser of
LNG, Cabot, had made the first move.
Atlantic LNG was thus established as a
‘buyer-led’ project, which was half the
battle won before it had even started.

BG, as noted, had also come into the
picture and was robustly seeking ways
of finding buyers for the north coast gas
reserves it had inherited from Tenneco
and Occidental, which it subsequently
bought out.

Amoco was also keen to sew up
deals for its east coast offshore reserves
and the gas it was confident it would
find in the future.

Equally crucial to the project’s
development was the fact that the gov-
ernment of the day had become more
partial to allowing gas to be exported.
The local gas-based industrial sector
was well established by 1992 and it was
felt that both domestic and export needs
could be accommodated.

Amoco, BG, Cabot and NGC –
which the three foreign companies
wanted to have involved as an equity
partner as well as a facilitator of the
project – signed a memorandum of
understanding late in 1992 and engaged
JGC/Kellogg to do a phase one feasibil-
ity study the following year.

By the time the study was completed
in 1994, it not only confirmed that a
single train LNG plant could be a prof-
itable investment in Trinidad, it also
indicated it should be one-third bigger

(at 400m cfd) than the original size of
300m cfd with which the consultants
had been asked to work.

“The study gave us the comfort that
the project was not only technically
achievable but at a cost within the lim-
its defined by the likely cost of gas to
the plant and the likely price of gas in
the end markets,” says Mr Houston,
who is shortly to retire from the job of
non-executive chairman of the Atlantic
LNG company.

A second purchaser, Enagas of
Spain, was brought into the picture to
take 40% of the 400m cfd, giving
Atlantic LNG the satisfaction of having
all its output fully sold at the time of
project execution – a feat the three
other much bigger plants being devel-
oped at the same time elsewhere in the
world were unable to match.

“This showed the kind of market
penetration that could be achieved by
smaller and more efficient LNG pro-
jects,” according to Mr Houston.

Enagas’s ultimate parent, Repsol,
became very interested in Trinidad at
this point and opted into the LNG pro-
ject as a 20% Atlantic shareholder in
late 1995. This completed the equity
structure as follows: 
■ Amoco Trinidad (LNG) BV (34%); 
■ British Gas Trinidad LNG Ltd (26%); 
■ Repsol LNG Port of Spain BV (20%); 
■ Cabot Trinidad LNG Ltd (10%);
■ NGC Trinidad and Tobago LNG
Ltd (10%).

Engineering bids
To keep costs down and get the best
deal for themselves, the Atlantic share-
holders pitted two engineering groups
against each other, engaging both
Chiyoda Corporation/Hudson Engin-
eering and Overseas Bechtel/Phillips
Petroleum to do Front End Engineering
and Design (FEED) studies in 1994 and
1995 respectively.

In effect, this was a competition
between the two main LNG design
technologies, the Air Products and
Chemicals process and the Phillips
Optimised Cascade process.

“This was an innovative approach
and kept our options open as long as
possible,” says Mr Houston. “We found
that this helped us to drive down costs
later during the construction period,
when the project team is traditionally
less able to control prices.”

Bechtel eventually won the contract
to build the plant at Point Fortin in
south eastern Trinidad using the
Phillips process, which had previously
been installed in only one other LNG

plant in the world – the Phillips and
Marathon Oil-owned Kenai LNG plant
in Alaska, built in 1969.

But the choice of technology appears
to have been a good one (see p9).
According to Mr Houston: “The start-up
team at Atlantic, which includes many
with substantial experience on Air
Products and Chemicals baseload LNG
plants, is continually surprised at how
many traditional operational problems
are either eliminated by the process or
solved in a very simple manner.”

LNG innovation
As the Atlantic LNG plant is formally
handed over by the contractor Bechtel
on June 25, its promoters can take pride
in a commendable list of LNG firsts.

The drive to keep down costs has
enabled Atlantic LNG to come in at a
capital cost of $950m, at least $50m
below its originally quoted price and
the lowest of any LNG plant in the
world.

Atlantic also holds the award for the
shortest period from conception to com-
pletion of any LNG facility – six-and-a-
half years, compared with the historic
average of 14. The plant itself only took
34 months to be constructed.

It is generally agreed that the
Atlantic LNG company’s unique struc-
ture was one of the most important fac-
tors in bringing the project to such rapid
fruition. Since virtually every partici-
pant had interests right along the value
chain, the incentive to compromise and
ensure that every stage of the project
went smoothly was strong.

For example, BP Amoco would have
lost the opportunity to market an extra
450m cfd of gas if the plant had never
been built. NGC would not have added
to its transmission network at a fraction
of normal cost, because BP Amoco
agreed to pick up most of the tab for the
pipeline carrying gas to Point Fortin.

Cabot’s 10% shareholding in
Atlantic LNG would have been less
profitable if it had not offered to be
Atlantic’s main customer itself and
BG’s claim to supply gas to any expan-
sion Atlantic may undertake (see p9)
would be much less strong had it not
offered to come in as a substantial
shareholder in the first train.

Repsol, for its part, is both an
Atlantic LNG shareholder and a buyer
of its product and will also become a
supplier of gas when it eventually takes
over up to 30% of BP Amoco’s opera-
tion, as a quid pro quo for opening up
so much of the Spanish market to
Trinidad LNG.
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HISTORY OF ATLANTIC LNG

After the failure of several previous initiatives, Atlantic LNG finally took
off in 1992. The buyer-led project quickly found partners in BG, Amoco

and Trinidad’s National Gas Co and completed developing its LNG
plant in a record six-and-a-half years from concept to finish

Fourth time lucky

‘The study gave us the
comfort that the project was

not only technically
achievable but at a cost

within the limits defined by
the likely cost of gas to the
plant and the likely price of

gas in the end markets’
– Martin Houston (right)
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SHIPPING

SHIPPING LNG cargoes out of the new
Point Fortin terminal should shortly set-
tle into a comfortable routine, which
will be something of an achievement for
the people involved, few of whom had
had LNG experience before.

The first ship to call was the
125,000 cu m carrier Matthew (for-
merly called Gamma) owned by Cabot
LNG Carriers Inc, a susidiary of Cabot
LNG Corporation. She was refurbished
last year to meet the needs of the Point
Fortin-Boston LNG run.

Matthew arrived in time for the first
cargo ceremony on April 19, but had to
wait for over a week to be filled up
because of a teething problem with the
plant caused by the contamination of
the molesieve beds in the pre-liquefac-
tion unit, which extracts liquids from
the gas. These had to be replaced, slow-
ing down the liquefaction process and
the flow of the liquids to the giant
100,102 cu m tanks on the site.

Atlantic LNG president Gerald
Peereboom explained it as a “normal,
commissioning-type problem”, which
was quickly resolved.

Matthew was followed by the
75,000 cu m Methane Polar and the
75,000 cu m Methane Arctic, both of
which Enagas has chartered from
British Gas (BG) to carry its 40% of
Atlantic’s output to Spain.

Later in the year, a fourth ship, the
86,000 cu m Norman Lady chartered
from Mitsui, will join the Enagas fleet.

Enagas’s LNG is being delivered to
three import terminals in Spain –
Huelva, Barcelona and Cartagena.

Since Atlantic is selling its LNG fob
Point Fortin, shipping is the responsi-
bility of the buyers.

Enagas thought it best to charter,
while Cabot preferred to reactivate
Matthew, which had been in lay-up for
17 years.

A newbuilding to service the con-
tract with Atlantic was considered by
Cabot to be too expensive at a current
cost of about $200m-300m, without

even a guarantee of deliverability in
time to meet the mid-April deadline.

A Cabot spokesman explains:
“Other than reducing the height of the
funnel to meet air draught requirements
and the installation of an aerodynamic
stack deflector, most of the work under-
taken on the ship was typical dry dock
activity.”

Like other LNG carriers, Matthew
burns some of the gas she is transport-
ing in her main boilers on board, to
help power the vessel. Fuel oil can also
be used simultaneously.

Once the Atlantic plant is functioning
“at 100% or more of nameplate capac-
ity”, as Mr Peereboom hopes, LNG ves-
sels will be arriving every five to seven
days. The ships will stay in port no more
than 18-24 hours, including pre- and
post-loading time. The loading rate is
about 10,000 cu m an hour.

Closed loop system
The 298 m long LNG jetty has three
arms, two for loading and one for
vapour return. “It is a closed loop sys-
tem,” explains Capt Peter Lyons,
Atlantic’s shipping and scheduling
manager.

The round trip between Point Fortin
and Boston will be 14 days and that
between Point Fortin and the Spanish
LNG terminals 24-26 days. Depending
on Enagas’s needs, its vessels will call
at any of the three ports as required.

As Capt Lyons sees it, his biggest
challenge lies in “maintaining a sched-
ule to suit the needs of two buyers, with
four ships of varying sizes and speeds,
going to different locations, with differ-
ent constraints at each location.”

LNG vessels also pose special han-
dling problems in that they are shal-
low draught vessels, with large
exposed superstructures. The more
freeboard a ship has, Capt Lyons
explains, “the bigger problem you
have from the wind – its rather like
trying to fly a big kite”.

Point Fortin Terminal settles down
Point Fortin is used to oil tankers and work 

boats shuttling between shore and marine oil
platforms, so LNG carriers are something new

and have attracted special interest

PICTURES CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:

SECOND CALLER: Enagas-chartered
75,000 cu m Methane Polar was an early
visitor at the new Point Fortin terminal

IMPORTANT DAY: ‘VIPs’ including energy
minister Finbar Gangar at the ‘first cargo’

ceremony on April 19
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commemorates the first shipment

GIANT DIMENSIONS: The LNG loading
arms on the Atlantic jetty
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